Preventing Harm to Wildlife
During Landscape Maintenance
Project Preparation
The nests of almost all birds are protected by
California law. The landscape worker can reduce
harm to wildlife, comply with bird regulations and
know how to protect and enhance habitat.
Job Steps Affected by this Topic
• Working during the nesting season vs the
non-nesting season
• Preparation before work begins
• Action when safety concerns conflict with
wildlife regulations

At each job-site be prepared with contact
information for a Wildlife Biologist (with
training and experience in ornithology), and
a Wildlife Rehabilitation Center in the area.
Know if work is to be done in the nesting
season (Feb.-Aug.) when most birds nest, or
outside the nesting season (Sep.-Jan).
Consider the quality of the habitat in which
work is to occur. High habitat value areas
and riparian areas are more likely to have
wildlife present. (Figures 1-2)

• Action when wildlife are accidentally
impacted
Potential Risks
•

Harming wildlife unnecessarily

•

Violations of bird regulations and possible fines
Figure 1 Large areas with mature trees, some dead
trees, and understory vegetation

• Negative public relations
Why are Wildlife Important?
Wildlife, including insects, birds and mammals,
contribute many beneficial services to the
environment. They rely on trees and vegetation
for food and protection. Insects and other
organisms in landscapes are also essential prey.
Laws and regulations exist to protect wildlife.
These laws include injuring or killing native birds,
eggs or active nests as well as putting them at
risk by scaring parents away from eggs or young.

Figure 2 Riparian areas with or without water all year
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Know what to look for and where to look

Figure 3 Birds carrying multiple insects
by Sandrine Biziaux Scherson

Figure 4 Bird carrying nesting material
by Peggy Honda

Fieldwork
•

Before beginning work, conduct an inspection. Look for signs of wildlife and nesting birds in likely
locations.

•

Signs of nesting birds include birds carrying nesting material, perched or flying with many insects in their
bills, birds following you, frequently vocalizing and acting disturbed when you approach an area. The
presence of many bird droppings on a shrub or on the ground may also indicate high bird activity in the
area. Baby birds commonly chirp incessantly when hungry. Unlike their parents, the begging sounds of
nestlings are rapid and high-pitched. Remain alert to these sounds and approach cautiously when
investigating.

•

Most birds nest in trees, but nests also occur on exposed ground, on the ground under vegetation, at all
levels in shrubs, affixed to human structures and under eves. If a parent is on the nest when you
approach, it may either ‘freeze” to avoid being spotted, or quickly bolt from the nest.

•

If an active nest is present, it is best to delay work until the immature wildlife have left the nest. (Wildlife
continue to rely on parents in the first few weeks after they have left the nest.) If it is not possible to
delay work, consult a Wildlife Biologist for instructions.

•

If a nest/wildlife is accidentally injured, contact a Wildlife Rehabilitation Center or Wildlife Biologist.
Keep the bird in view but keep away from it. Avoid handling or relocating it unless directed to do so. It is
against the law to take a bird home.

•

It is illegal for anyone to keep a nest, or any part of a native bird (including feathers) without a permit
from the California Department of Fish and Wildlife or the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

•

For further information about bird nests and permits, contact: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Pacific
Southwest Region Division of Migratory Birds and Habitat by emailing: permitsr8mb@fws.gov.
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Landscape Maintenance Practices
To Protect Wildlife Habitat

Birds commonly found nesting or foraging
on or low to the ground

Minimize pruning to provide shelter from the
elements and protection from predators.
Avoid premature removal of flowers, fruit and
seed-heads that provide a food source.
Leave some leaf litter for insects and other soildwelling organisms that are prey for groundforaging wildlife.
Avoid shearing plants, and prune to promote fruit
and seed production. Maintain the natural form
of a plant to increase cover for wildlife.
Keep turf as high as possible to support birds that
forage for insects in lawn areas. Or consider
native ground cover as an alternative to turf.

Figure 5 Spotted Towhee by Tom Grey

Leave some dead logs or branches in areas that
may be of less aesthetic importance.
Consider a sign that informs the public when
deferred maintenance is in progress to support
nesting wildlife.
Avoid using pesticides and other products harmful
to untargeted wildlife, and avoid combination
pesticides and fertilizer products.
As much as possible, use hand and mechanic tools
when birds are nesting to reduce noise impacts
that may startle immature birds from their nests.

Figure 6 Song Sparrow by Becky Mastubura

Use wildlife-friendly plants (purchased from
credible sources) and vegetation of different
heights that are appropriate to site and climate
conditions. Choose plants that have a range of
bloom times and that reduce irrigation and
fertilizer needs.
Limit use of non-native species that do not
support wildlife.
Manage irrigation to reduce runoff.
Consider creating living fences or camouflaging
unattractive fences with native vegetation.

Figure 7 American Robin by Tom Grey
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Tips for good public relations when conflicts exist
One of the biggest factors that impacts risk to reputation is how a conflict or an emergency is
handled. When a concerned person points out that there is an active nest at the current work
site, the best first response is to show concern. Stop work in the immediate area to assess/reduce
risk to the nest. Thank them for letting you know and confirm that your company is aware of the
law and wants to protect wildlife. Resume work after nestlings have matured and left the nest.
(For most birds that nest near or on the ground, this is typically only a matter of four to five
weeks from egg laying to fledgling.) Inquire if the person might be willing to keep watch and
inform you when the nest is empty. If a nest has been harmed, call a wildlife rehabilitation
center and let any onlookers know you are doing so. Remain attentive to the problem until it is
appropriately resolved. If requested, provide contact information for you or your company. Offer
to provide follow up to the concerned on-looker.

Additional Resources
Wildlife Habitat Council provides information on how landscapes can provide habitat.
www.wildlifehc.org
The California Native Plant Society provides resources for plant selection and urban landscape
designs to support wildlife.
https://www.cnps.org/gardening/choosing-your-plants
Bay-friendly landscape guidelines
http://www.flowstobay.org/files/landscape/bayfriendly_landscape_guidelines_all_chapters.pdf
A bird-friendly plant list for Orange County, CA
http://www.seaandsageaudubon.org/Education/PlantList_%20BirdFriendlyGarden.pdf
A plant list for pollinators in Orange County, CA
http://www.seaandsageaudubon.org/Education/PlantListForPollinatorsGarden.pdf
Emergent invasive plant profiles in California:
invasives@occnps.org
How to manage trees to prevent harm to wildlife
www.TreeCareForBirds.com
Identify and learn more about birds
https://www.allaboutbirds.org
Laws and legislation for protecting migratory birds
https://www.fws.gov/birds/policies-and-regulations/laws-legislations/migratory-bird-treatyact.php
List of endangered wildlife species:
https://www.fws.gov/endangered/
Wildlife Rehabilitation Centers by region
https://www.wildlife.ca.gov/Conservation/Laboratories/WildlifeInvestigations/Rehab/Facilities
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Tailgate Attendance Record
Foreman/Crew Leader:
Name

Signature

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
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Date

QUIZ

LANDSCAPE FOR WILDLIFE

Complete the following:
NAME:

DATE:

Multiple choice instructions: Select one or more
answers that best suit the question:
Federal and state regulations prohibit tree care
providers and others from:
1. Destroying only nests with young wildlife
2. Disturbing or destroying the nests of native wildlife if they contain eggs or young, or if the young
still rely on their parents.

SIGNATURE:

Which habitats have the highest chance of
wildlife presence:
1. Riparian and large parks with many trees and
diverse vegetation
2. A commercial center with some trees and
vegetation and a lot of impervious surfaces.

3. Destroying all abandoned nests

If unsure of whether to continue work when an
active nest is present, the first best thing to do is:

Before starting work it is best to:

1. Stop work near the nest and return when the
young no longer use the nest and rely on their
parents.

1. Determine if it is the nesting season
2. Consider the habitat value of the work site and
the risk of wildlife presence.
3. Turn off all noisy equipment.
4. Do a pre-work survey for wildlife
5. Come prepared with contact information for a
Wildlife Biologist and a Wildlife Rehabilitator.
5. All of the above.

Most wildlife nest at this time of the year:
1. January-July
2. February-August
3. March-October

2. Call a supervisor, Wildlife Biologist or the CA
Department of Fish and Wildlife.

It is permitted to take a native injured or young
bird home if you want to adopt it:
Yes

No

If you find an injured or immature bird, the best
thing to do is:
1. Catch it, put it in a safe place and call a Wildlife
Rehabilitator
2. Leave it alone, watch to see if its parents are
looking after it, and then call a Wildlife
Rehabilitation Center or Wildlife Biologist for
guidance if you are not sure what to do.
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